
Would you like to upload TBs of data without incurring 

the time and expense to send it to outside counsel 

or a vendor? How about the ability to perform early 

case analysis with the actual document? What about 

seeing reports tracking outside counsel review pace, 

productivity, and likely review completion date with-

out asking for that information to be sent to you? 

What would the ability to forecast your hosting and 

review costs accurately do for you?

DISCO for Corporations
Gain cost predictability, mitigate data risk, and ensure control  
over your discovery

Whether you’re looking to manage and oversee outside counsel 
or enable efficient insourcing of projects, DISCO’s best-in-class 
speed, powerful search technology, built-in analytics, artificial 
intelligence, and intuitive user interface empowers legal teams 
to be more efficient and economical in their ediscovery efforts. 

In-house teams increase ediscovery efficiency and multiply 
the team’s capacity with DISCO’s speed, performance, artifi-
cial intelligence, and managed review teams. Furthermore, 
DISCO’s organization management tool lets legal teams take 
back control of data and gain insight into outside counsel work 
product — all with best-in-class, enterprise-grade security 
keeping data safe. And thanks to a pricing model that is 100% 
cost-certain (even for managed review), teams can create better, 
more accurate budgets.
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Re-empower your legal department
Load your own data, perform robust ECA, or bring the whole 
review in-house. DISCO is the force multiplier your team needs 
to insource work and maintain control of outside counsel 
processes. Our intuitive platform makes it easy to manage 
even the largest cases with your in-house team. Available 
anywhere there is an internet connection, on any device with a 
web browser, DISCO allows you to easily collaborate with both 
internal and external teams, reducing delays and frustration. 

Do more with less
Increase efficiency and raise your team’s capacity by taking 
advantage of DISCO’s speed, performance, artificial intelligence, 
and DISCO Review teams. With DISCO, you may achieve:

 ■ 23% increase in review throughput

 ■ 50%+ reduction in review time utilizing DISCO AI

 ■ 66% faster review utilizing DISCO Review

DISCO’s sub-second search and document rendering speeds 
save time and costs just by virtue of our platform performance.

View process with full transparency 
DISCO gives you visibility into your discovery process so you can 
gain better insights into your people, process, and data. Get a 
holistic understanding of your discovery spend, review team 
productivity, and overall review efficiency with DISCO’s powerful 
matter management, standardized workflows, and advanced 
reporting tools. With our intuitive UI, in-house attorneys can 
easily search through documents and collaborate with their 
outside counsel within the DISCO platform.

Cross-matter AI
Repurpose costly work product and get a head start on new 
cases by leveraging knowledge from other cases across your 
organization. DISCO’s cross-matter AI decreases time to insight 
by capitalizing on the work you put into reviewing documents 
on other cases to immediately identify similar documents in 
new data sets — without reviewing a single document in your 
new database.

Security & control over your data
DISCO’s all-in-one platform eliminates the security risks and 
data sprawl required when data passes through multiple soft-
ware stacks. Use DISCO’s High-Speed Uploader to get your 
data securely loaded directly into the platform while our robust 
custom roles enable centralized control over who has what 
access to your information. Built on Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
we employ tools and encryption methods to keep your data 
secure at all times according to security best practices.

Cost savings & predictability
Achieve cost certainty through our flat-rate per gig transactional 
and enterprise subscription pricing models that allow for budget 
planning. You only pay for the pre-expanded data loaded into 
DISCO, not expanded data storage after processing or produc-
tions. DISCO does not charge for user licenses, processing, 
advanced analytics, or artificial intelligence.

In addition to meeting GDPR requirements, DISCO holds industry-standard security certifications, such as SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 27001 (Security Management Controls), ISO 27017 

(Cloud Specific Controls), and ISO 27018 (PII Data Controls), and HIPAA. 

Furthermore, AWS EU data centers and services comply with Cyber Essentials Plus, SOC 1/SSAE 16/ISAE 3402 (formerly SAS 70), SOC 2, SOC 3, FISMA, DIACAP, DOD CSM Levels 1–5, 

PCI DSS Level 1, ITAR, FIPS 140-2, MTCS Level 3, CSA, ENS High, PCI DSS Level 1, ISO 9001, ISO 27001, ISO 27017, ISO 27018, and TISAX.


